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Abstract

This paper deals with a new deterministic algorithm for

finding intersecting pairs from a given set of N segments

in the plane. The algorithm is asymptotically optimal

and has time and space complexity O(AJ log N+ K) and

0( IV ) respectively, where K is the number of intersect-

ing pairs. The algorithm may be used for finding inter-

sections not only line segments but also curve segments.

INTRODUCTION

Reporting of segments set intersections is one of the

fundamental problem of computational geometry. It

is known., that within the model of algebraic deci-

sion tree any algorithm solving this problem needs

Q(IV log N+l{) time [1, 5, 10]. The well–known Bentley

and Ottman’s algorithm based on the plane sweep has

O((IV + 1{) log IV) time and O(N) space complexity [2].

Later, Chazelle obtained an O(JV logz fV/ log log iV+K),

0( IV + A_) algorithm [4]. Time optimal algorithm

O(IV log IV + Ji) was proposed by Chazelle and Edels-

brunner with space requirement O(lV + K) [5]. Mul-

muley using randomized approach offered an algorithm

with expected running time O(N log IV + K) and space

reqllirement 0( N + K) [9]. Algorithm of Clarkson and

Shor also based on the randomized approach has ex-

pected running time O(N log IV + K) and space require-

ment O(N) [6].

In this paper we present a deterministic, asymptoti-

cally optimal for both time O(IV log N + K) and space

0( IV) algorithm for finding intersecting segments pairs.

As by product, we construct an O(lV log2 IV +K), O(N)

algorithm that could he of practical interest due to its

relative simplicity.
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PRELIMINARIES

Suppose we have a set So conszstzng of N segments

in the plane. The problem M to find all mtersectmg

patrs. The set of these patrs we denote as Int(So ) and

lInt(So)l we denote as Ii.

To find Tnt ( So ) we use a collection of vertical strips

on the plane organized in a tree structure, connect each

of the strips with some subset of So and introduce pro-

cedures for finding intersections of such subsets. These

procedures require appropriate ordering of the subsets.

To obtain this ordering we use a method analogous to

plane sweep but instead of sweeping the plane by a ver-

tical line we use preorder traversal of the strips tree ( i.e

sweeping the tree by its branch).

So, the primary objects of our algorithm are seg-

ments, ordered and unordered sets of segments, pairs

of intersecting segments and vertical strips,

Let (b, e) denote the verttcal strzp b ~ x s e and let

1 and r be abscissae of endpoints of segment s (1 < r),

We call the segment s

● spannzng the strtp (b, e) if 1 ~ b < e ~ r,

● znner for the strap (b, e) if b < 1 < r < e,

● crosstng the strip (b, e) if [1, r[rl[b, e[# 0.

Two segments SI and SZ are called mtersectzng wtthtn

the strzp (b, e) if their intersection point lies within this

strip.

For two segments sets S and S’ we denote by

Int(S, S’) a set {{s, s’}[s E S, s’ G S’ and s inter-

sect s’}. Notations ~ntb,.(,$) and ~ntb,,(sj S’) will be
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used to describe subsets of lnt(S) and lnt(S, S’) con-

sisting of segments pairs intersecting within the strip

(b, e). Hereafter the brackets {} are used to define

unordered sets, and the brackets () are used to define

ordered sets.

We shall use the following order relation among seg-

ments [2, 10]: S1 <. S2 if segments S1 and S2 intersect

a vertical line z = a and the intersection point with S1

lies under the intersection point with S2 (see Fig. 1).

5’tazrcase D is the pair (Q, (b, e)), where segments set

Q possesses the following properties

● ‘ds ~ Q s spans the strip (b, e)

● Intb, e(Q) = fJ.

● Q is ordered by <b

Intersections of segments of Q with (b, e) are called

statrs of D, Intersection of the staircase D uxth a seg-

ments set S denoted as Int(D, S) is the set ~ntb,e(Q, S).

We call the staircase D complete relative to a set S if

each segment of S either does not span the strip (b, e)

or intersects one of the stairs of D.

Lemma 1 If a staircase D M complete relative to a set

S wtth S conststmg of segments crossing the strip (b, e)

then

[Sl ~ Endsb)e(S) + \Int(D, S)/,

where Endsb, e(S) as the number of endpoints of S wtthzn

the strip (b, e).

If a point p of a segment s is placed above the ith

and below the i + lth stairs of D, then the number i is

called locatzon of s on the staircase D and denoted as

Loc(D, s). (see Fig.2).

Let Loc(D, s) = i. To find Int(D, {s}) it is necessary

to reach the first stair that does not intersect s moving

down from the ith stair and then to repeat this proce-

dure moving up from the i + lth stair. This procedure

has time complexity 0(1 + \Int(D, {s})1).

Thus, if we knew Loc(D, s) for all s E S then we could

find lnt(D, S) in C)(ISI + lInt(D, S)\) time. It is easy to

find Loc(D, s) for any segment s E S in O(loglQl) time

by binary search. If the set S = (sl, . . . . sn) is ordered

by <~, where z c [b, e], it is possible to find Loc(D, s,),
; = 1,,.,, n! in O(\Ql + [S1) time sequentially scanning

the stairs of D and the segments of S. It follows from

this observation that

Proposition 1 Given a staircase D = (Q, (b, e)) and

a segments set S, the set Int(D, S) can be found in

O(ISI log/Ql + /Int(D, S)/) tzme. If S’ ZS ordered by

<z, a c [b, e], at M possible to jind Int(D, S) in

0([S1 + IQ I + lInt(D, S)l) tzme.

S3 —

/

b ‘e x

Figure 2: D = ((sl, S2, S3), (b, e)), Loc(D, 54) = O,

LOC(D, S5) = 2 or 3, Int(D, {s4, S5}) = {{s3, S5}}

INTERSECTIONS IN A STRIP

Consider the following problem: Let L be a set of seg-

ments spanning the strzp (b, e) and ordered by <b. We

wzsh to jind Inib, e(L) and to reorder L by <e. We de-

note the reordered set L by R.

Let us split the set L into subsets Q and L’ so that

the staircase D = (Q, (b, e)) be complete relative to L’.

The intersections of segments of L is computed in two

phases. The first phase is to find the intersection D

with L’. The second phase is to find all intersections in

L’ To find the intersections in L’ we may split the set

again etc.

As a result the problem of finding the intersections

in L is reduced to the following two problems: how to

split L efficiently and how to find intersections between

D and L’.

The following procedure splits a set L ordered by <b

into subsets Q and Lt ordered by <b so that staircase

(Q, (b, e)) is complete relative to L’.

procedure Splitb,e(L, Q, L’);

{Let L = (s, ,..., S~), S, <b s,+l}

L’ := 0; Q := 0;

Forj = 1,...,k do

If the segment Sj doesn’t intersect

the last segment of Q within (b, e) and

spans this strip then

add SJ to the end of Q

else

add SJ to the end of L’;

endifi

endfor;

end procedure.

This procedure runs in 0( IL 1) time. Thus, given L we

may find Intb, e(L) and R using the following recursive

procedure:

Drocedure SearchInStripb, JL, R).
Split(L, Q, L’); ‘ ‘

If L’ = @ then R := Q; exit; endif
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Figure 3: Example of SearchInStrip execution.

Find ~nt*,e(Q, L’);

SearchInStrip~,, (L’, R’);

R := Merge, (Q, R’);

end procedure.

Here &fergeZ (S1, S2) is a procedure of merging sets S1

and S2 ordered by <c. Running time of the procedure

SearchInStrip equals the sum of running times of its

calls. It is easy to understand that the ith procedure call

runs in O(IL, I + lIntb,~(Qi,L~)l) time, where Li, Qi.,L1
are appropriate sets (Lo = L, Li+l = L:). Taking

into account Lemma 1 we conclude that the procedure

SearchInStrip~, e(L, R) runs in O(ILI + lIntb,e(L)l) time.

INTERMEDIATE ALGORITHM

Let’s apply proposed approach to find lnt(S), where S

is some set of segments. Let all segments of S be placed

within a strip (b, e). Thus, at the beginning we have a

paw S, (b, e). The following procedure is used.

The set S is splitted into subsets Q and S’ so that the

staircase D = (Q, (b, e)) be complete relative to S’. It

is necessary to find the intersection D with S’ and then

all intersection in S’. To find the S’ intersections we

cut the strip (b, e) and the set S’ along the vertical line

z = c into the strips (b, c), (c, e) and the sets Sj5, $~

respectively, where c is the median of endpoints between

b and e. Then, we recursively apply the procedure to

the pairs Sj~, (b, c) and S~~, (c, e).
The key fact is that according to Lemma 1 IS’ I ~

Endsb,e(S’)+Int(D, S’ ), thus, the number of additional

segments appearing during cutting is proportional to

the number of found intersections.

Let us give a somewhat more detailed explanation of

the algorithm.

Without loss of generality, we could assume that all

end and intersection points have different abscissae.

Within the scope of this paper the abscissae of segment’s

ends can be normalized by replacing each of them by its

rank in their left-to-right order. We consider these ab-

scissae as the integers in the range [1, 21V]. So, let p,, i

and s(i) be the ith endpoznt Lts abactssa and the segment

to whzch tt belongs, respectively.

The central point of our algorithm is a recursive pro-
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Figure 4: & = {sl, s2, s3, s4}, Iv = {s4}, L. = (s2, s1),

Rv = (S3, SI).

cedure TreeSearch. We connect each of the procedure

calls with a node in some binary tree referred to as re-

curston tree. We mark all values, sets and parameters of

a call by a label of the corresponding node and identify

calls and corresponding nodes. As a result we shall an-

alyze our algorithm examining the recursion tree. Let

RT be the set of all nodes of recursion tree, and V be

the set of internal nodes. We shall define some values,

sets and notations inside the bodies of procedures.

procedure IntersectingPairs(SO ).

Sort the 2N endpoints by abscissa and

find p,, s(i), i= 1,,..,2N; ST := S.;

TreeSearch(S,, 1, 2N);

end procedure.

procedure TreeSearch(S., b, e).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Ife–b=l then

L. =sort S. by <b; SearchInStripb,. (LU, R.); exit;

endif

Split S. into Q. and S: so that staircase

Du := (Qv, (b, e)) be complete relative to S:;

Find lnt(DV , S:);

c:= L(b + e)/2J;

Place segments of S:

crossing the strip (b, c) into S[~(V ) and

the strip (c, e) into s~.(~);

TreeSearch(S1.(V), b, c);

TreeSearch(ST,(V), c, e);

end procedure.

Hereafter is(v), rs(v) and ~t(v) denote, respectively, the

left son, the right son and the father node of the node v.

Our task is to show how to perform all operations

connected with node v in 0(1S. I + lInt(DV, S~)l +

(e. – bu) log N) time and to prove that ~V ISV I =

O(Nlog N + K) (obviously ZV lInt(Do, S~)l < K).

The procedure TreeSearch is similar to the pro-

cedure SearchInStrip. The main difference is that

SearchInStrip calls itself without changing the strip, and

TreeSearch cuts the current strip into two parts, then,

applies itself to both, Another difference is that the set

Sv is not ordered as L. As a result we can ‘t directly use

$=+$
S5

S4

S3

S2

s~

I I L

lc’+lk+2

Figure ~: DV = ((sl, s,), (k, k + 2)), L. =

(s1, S2, S3, S4, S5), Lrs[u) = (s2, .53, S4), Rk(v) =

(s3, S2, S4), G,(. ) = (s31s2), R,,(v, = (s3, s2), R. =

(s3, s2, %,s5).

the procedure Split for the efficient splitting the set S0.

To resolve this problem we represent a set S. as a

union of three sets: a set Lu ordered by <b, an un-

ordered set IU, and a set Ru ordered by <.. We place

segments of S0 intersecting the line ~ = b into LO, seg-

ments intersecting the line ~ = e into R., segments

inner for (b, e) into 1. (see Fig.4).

Now we may apply the procedure Split to the set L.

and construct Q. in O(ILV /) = 0(1S. 1) time. But we

encounter a new problem. Given sets LV, RU and IV, it,

is necessary to find corresponding sets of the sons of v,

The unordered sets ll,(.) and lr~(U ) are easily con-

structed. The set L{,(v) will be found by applying the

procedure Splitb,e(LV, Q., Ll,(.)) for the third step of

TreeSearch. The set L.,(v) can be obtained from Rl,(v )

in linear time by inserting (if pc is the left endpoint) or

deleting (if p. is the right endpoint) the segment s(c)

But how to obtain Rl, (u) from Lo, RV and IV without

sorting?

For the leaves we execute step 1 and obtain RU

from L.. Imagine that LV and Iv are known and

both of v sons are leaves. At first we execute the

procedure Split (Lti, Qu, LIS(O )) and find Q. and L/,(o).

Now we have to find lnt(DV, S:) = lnt(DU, Ll,~U)) U

Int(Dv, Iv) U~nt(D. , R,,(V)), but we don’t know R.,(U))

and we may find lnt(Dv, Ll, (u)) U Int(DV, 10) only.

Then, according to TreeSearch, we apply searchIn-

Strip to Ll,(. ) and receive Rr$(. ). The set L,,(V) is

obtained from Rr.(v ) by inserting or deleting the seg-

ment s(c). After that, we apply SearchInStrip to L,s(v)

and find l?,.~(o). Now we may complete the computa-

tion Int(DV, S:) by computing Int(Dv, R,~(V)) and may

build R. by merging Qu and R,~(U) (See Fig.5).

The resulting procedures are listed below.

procedure IntersectingPairs(SO ).

Sort the 2N endpoints by abscissa

and find pi, s(i), i = 1)... )2N ;

L, := (s(l)); I, := s, \ ({s(l)} u {S(2N)});

TreeSearch(L., IT, 1, 2N, Rr);
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Figure 6: Examleof TreeSearch execution.

end procedure.

procedure TreeSearch(Lu, Iv, b, e, R. )

1. ifc–b=l then

SearchlnStripb, e(LV, ~u); exit;

endif

2. Split~,.(L~,Q~,L~,(.)); G := (Q~, (b, e));

3. Find Int(llu, Ll,(vj);

4. c := [(b+ e)/2J;

5. Place segments of 10

inner for the strip (b, c) into lf~[VJ,

inner for the strip (c, e) into lTS~V];

6. TreeSearch(L~.(~1, ll,~~j, b, C, Rit(~));

7. If PC is the left endpoint of s(c) then

L.,(V) := insert s(c) into RJS(U)
,

8.

9.

10.

Ins. denote Insert, Del. denote Delete (step 7).

endfor

11. Find Int(DU, Iv) using values

found in the previous step;

12. R. := Mergee(QU, R.,(.));

end procedure,

We must be careful executing the 9th step of our algo-

rithm as the sets lil~~[u ) and L(, fv J could have common

segments (segments spanning (b, e)). We have found

their intersections with Du during the 3rd step and

should not output these intersections again.

At first, we evaluate the space requirement of this al-

gorithm. The algorithm uses the recursive procedure

TreeSearch. A sequence of the procedure calls may oc-

cupy memory. The sequence can be represented by a
else

L,,(U) := delete s(c) from Rls(u);
path from the root of the recursion tree to a node. We

endif
call this node and the corresponding call actzve. The

TreeSearch(Lr, (v), 1,,~~), C, e, R~,(~));
active call occupies O(N) space, each of its “ ances-

Find Int(Du, Rrs(,));
tors” retains 0(11. I + IQ. [) memory, other structures

For s E Iv do
use O(N) memory. It is easy to show that for any path

find LOC(DU, s) using binary search;
pt from the root of recursion tree to some of its nodes

~~ePt([~vl+ IQ.1) = O(IW (IL I s e. – h, e. – b. s
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Figure 7: In the situations b,c a number of Dft(v)

[(efq.j – ~jq~J)/21 ). Thus, the storage requirement of

this algorithm is O(N).

Proof. The statement directly results from Lemma 1

and the obvious fact that for any set S C So the number

of segment’s ends lying in the strip (bU, e.) is less than

eU —bU. m

Theorem 1 xv ~v Is:l < 2N(log N+ll +K.

Proof. The statement directly results from Lemma 2

and the following relation ~U (e. – b.) s 21V [log N +

1].0

Proof. For all nodes except for the root r the follow-

ing equality holds ISU I < /S~t(Oj 1, hence, zVeR~ IS. I <

lSl+&m\, E’.M.)I < N+2 Z.ev Is: I s N[4iqN+
51 + 2K. n

Initial sorting and initialization of the sets L, and lr

can be performed in O(N log N) time. The running time

of the procedure TreeSearch is evaluated by summing up

the running time of all its calls. Each external node call

adds to this sum a value O(ILUI + lIntb, e(LV)l). As for

the internal node calls, let’s find the time required for

the step 10 and for all the other steps separately. The

step 10 takes O(IIU I log N) time, and all the others run

in 0( IS. [ + llnt(DO, S:) 1) time (see Preliminaries). If

we sum up these values, we come to the conclusion that

our algorithm runs in time O(N log2 N + K). Note that

time complexity of the algorithm is O(N log N + K) if

we don’t take into account the running time of the 10th

step.

Thus, to obtain time optimal algorithm we have

to find LOC(DU, s) at the 10th step within O(1) time

bounds.

OPTIMAL ALGORITHM.

For better understanding the ideas of this section see

[3, 7,8, 11].

stairs intersect trapezoid where s are placed.

The main idea is to find LOC(DV, s) using informa-

tion about the location of s in the staircases of sons

of v. Suppose LOC(DV, s) is defined, then the value

LOC(Dft(u ),s) is not arbitrary and should belong to

some interval of [0.. lQf ~(v) 1]. Let us hold lower and

upper bounds of the intervals in two arrays SBO and

SEU. If Loc(DV, s) = i, then Loc(Dj~(uj, s) belong to

[SBV [i],. .. . SEV [i]] and the interval [SBV [i], . . . . SEv[i]] is

a minimal one having this property. In the situation

illustrated in the figure 7a the presence of these arrays

may considerably simplify the search of Loc(D~t(V ~,s),

but in the situations presented in figures 7b ,C the ar-

rays are useless. Therefore it is necessary to change the

method of staircase constructing to eliminate the situ-

ations given in the figures 7b ,C and to make SE. [i] –

SBU [i] equal to O(1) for any u and i.

Now the staircase DV is constructed in the following

way:

●

●

b

Split the set Lu in two subsets Oru and L1~(V, so

that

1. ‘ds E Orv s spans the strip (b, e).

2. Int*,e(OrV) = 0.

3. Vs E Oru lInt~,~(Qjt(~j, {s})1 S 1

4. VS E Ll~(u) Oru U {s} don’t satisfy the condi-

tions 1-3.

Let Qft(~) = (SI, . . ..sk ) and n = [k/4J. Con-

struct the set InhU cent aining those of the segments

54, 5s, 512, . . . . Sn which don’t intersect the segments

of Orv within the strip (b, e).

6?,, = Oru U Inhu. Construct staircase D,, =

(Qu,(~,e))

Now the situation Fig.7c is impossible due to the proper-

ties of the set Orv and the situation Fig.7b is impossible

due to the properties of the set Inhv.

Let the segments of Oru be called the ortgmai seg-

ments of DV, and their intersections with the strip (b, e)

be called the ortgmal stazrs. The segments of Inh,, are

referred to as the inherzted segments,

spending stairs as the inhertted stazrs.

and the corre-
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Theorem 3 Vv Vi, S17V [i] – Sl?v [i] ~ 5.

Proof. The demonstration is illustrated in figure 8.

[.4, B] and [C, D] are the ith and i + lth stairs of the

staircase DU. Obviously, SEV [i] — SBU [i] is equal to

the number of Dft(U ~ stairs intersecting the trapezoid

.4 BC’D. Suppose, this number is greater than five. The

sides AB and CD of the trapezoid intersect not more

than two stairs of DjtLV) (due to condition 3 during con-

structing Orv ). Therefore, at least four sequential stairs

of Dftt ~~ don’t intersect any stair of DU that contradicts

the procedure of Do constructing. a

As a result, we may seek LOC(DU, s) sequentially

scanning stairs of D. beginning from SBU, [Loc(DU,, s)],

where v’ is the son of t) with LOC(DV, , s) already

computed. In the procedure below each segment s

has additional field bs for keeping the current value

of SB.I [LOC(D. I , s )] Thus, the improved procedure

TreeSearch is as follows:

procedure NewTreeSearch(Lu , Iv, Qft[v~, b, e, R~).

1.

2.

3.

4

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.

15.

ife —b=l then

SearchlnStripb, e(LV, Ru); 6?Xit;

endif

Construct the staircase D.;

Construct array SBU;

For s E Ll,[U) do

find LOC(DV, s); s.bs := SBU [Loc(DU, s)]);

endfor;

Find Int(Du, L1.(u));

c:= [(b + e)/2J;

Place segments of Iv

inner for the strip (b, C) into ~[~[~,,

inner for the strip (c, e) into L.S(ti );

NewTreeSearch( .Ll. (v), I/,(u), Q., b, C, hj~(~));

If pc is the left endpoint of s(c) then

LT.(o) := insert s(c) into Rl,~VJ

else

L,$(v ~ := delete s(c) from R/~(U);

endif

NewTreeSearch(Lr, (u], I,,[u), Q., C,e,&,(~j);
For s E R,,(., do

find LOC(DU, s); s.bs := SBV [Loc(DV, s)];

endfor;

Find Int(Du, l?..(.));

For s c 1. do

scan the stairs of Do beginning from s.bs

until we detect LOC(DU, s);

s.bs := SBU [~oc(Du , s)];

endfor;

Find Int(DV, Iv) using values

found in the previous step;

R. := ~ewe.(Q., R,,(.));
end procedure.

When we find intersection of a staircase with some seg-

ments set, we should output intersections with original

Figure 8: If more than five stairs of D~t(Vj intersect

trapezoid ABCD, then at least fore sequential stairs of

Djt(. ) have no intersections with stairs of Du.

stairs only.

Obviously, the steps 4-11 of NewTreeSearch can be

done in 0(1S. I + lInt(DV, S: )1) time (see Preliminaries),

The procedure NewSplit receiving Lu and Qf~[u) as an

input constructs Oru and Lis(u) in 0( IL I + lQjt(~j I)
time.

procedure NewSplit~,~(L~, Qft(~), Q., ~is(u~)
{Let LV = (sl,..., s~), Q~t(u, = (sl]...>s~

:=0; Oru :=0; i := 1;

)}

Ll,(u)

Forj = 1,..., Ic do;

While s; <b sj and i ~ n do

i:=i+l;

endwhile;

If si doesn’t intersect s~_2, s’,%+1 and
the last segment of Or. within the strip (b, e) and

span it then

add Sj to the end of OrV

else

add Sf to the end of Lf$~V~;

endif

endfor;

end procedure.

The following procedure builds set Q. and array SBU

using Or. and Qjt[u) in time linear in the input.

procedure BuildQSB~,~(Or~, Qjt(~), Q., sB~)
{Let Orv = (sl,..., s~), Q~t(~) = (sI,..., sA)}

SBv[O] := O; Qv :=0; i := 1; / := 1;

Forj = 1,...,lc do

While s: <b sj and i S n do

If i mod 4 = O and s: doesn’t intersect SJ and

Sj _ 1 within the strip (b, e) then

add s: to the end of Q.;

Z := 1+1; SBU[l] := i;

en difl

i:=i+l;

endwhile;

Add s~ to the end of Q.; 1 :=1+1;

If Sj intersects s[_l within (b, e) then

SBU[l] := i – 2



Figure 9: Orv = (s1, S4), ~dl. = (s2, s3), S = {s5, s6},

I?d:’d(Dv, s) = {{s4, S5}}, Int:ya, s) = {{53, 55}}>

M$(IL,S) = {{s2, s6}, {s3, s6}}.

else

SBt,p] := i – 1;
endif

endfor;

end procedure.

It follows from this observation that

Proposition 2 All work executed by NewTreeSearch

~n Internal node w can be done m O(lQft(~)l + ]S. I +
lInt(Dv, S~)l) ttrne.

Given a staircase D = (Q, (b, e)), a strip (c, d) c (b, e)

and a segment s intersecting a segment s’ 6 Q within

the strip (c, d), then the pair {s, s’} is referred to as

●

●

●

Let

the

or~gznal tntersectton of the segment s with the stair-

cask D within the strip (c, d) if s’ is an original

segment of D;

multiple ~nhertted intersection of the segment s

with the staircase D within the strip (c, d) if s’ is

an inherited segment of D, and the segment s in-

tersects at least one more inherited segment of D

within the strip (c, d);

single znhertted tntersectz’on of the segment s with

the staircase D within the strip (c, d) in other cases.

lnt~d(D, S), Int~~(D, S) and Int~~(D, S) denote

sets of the original, multiple inherited and single

inherited intersections of the segments of a set S with a

staircase D within a strip (c, d), respectively (see Fig.9).

Lemma 3 [S~l < e. – bu + lInt~,,V(DV,S~)l +

Proof. Let us suppose that for some node v the above

stated property is not true. Then set Sj must contain

a segment s spanning the strip (bu, eu ), having no origi-

nal intersections with the staircases Dv and Dft(v) and

intersecting at most one inherited stair of Df t( v) (inside

the strip). This contradicts the condition 4 during Do

construction. ❑

Lemma 4 lInt~~(D~, {s})1 < ~(l~W~d(D~t(.)1{s})1 +

l~n@(DjtL~j, {s}) I).

Proof. Let [Int~~(DU, {s})1 = n , n ~ 2 by the

definition. Since Qu could inherit each 4th segment

Of Q~t(.j, l~n~.,~(Qjt(.), {s})1 z k – 3 (see Fig.9).
But llntC)d(Qj,[V), {S})1 = lIn&JD~t[U), {S})1 +

l~W3(Djt(u), {s})1 + l~nt~j(Djt(~), {s}) I and
lInt~~d(Djt(V), {s})1 < 1. As a result, we have

l~nt$~(Djt(~~, {s})1 + l~nt~~(Dft[.), {s}) I z 4n – 4>

211nt~~(D.,{s})l.D

Let H(i) be the set of the recursion tree nodes with

depth i. Let h~ be the height of the tree minus one and

anc(v, i) be the ancestor of the node v having depth

i. We denote the sums ~V=H(i) llnt~,,v(Da~.[~,jj, S:)l

and ~VEH(,) lInt~~eJDa~cL~,j~, SL)I as M~,(i,j) and
Mml(i, j), respectively. According to Lemma 4

Mm/(i, j) ~ l/2( MOT(i, j – 1) + L&, (i, j – l)). Ev-

idently, we have M~l (i, 1) = O.

Lemma 5 ~~~+ll!l~,(i,i-j) s K V.i E [0,. ,h~–1].

Proof. The sum presents the intersecting pairs

(possibly not all) counted in some way. To prove

the statement it is sufficient to show that each pair

is counted at most once. Z;4+1 ~or(~,~ – ~) =

X:3+1 X.6H(,) l~~t:,e. (D.nc(.,t-,), ‘%) I Assume

that the pair {s1, s2} intersecting in a point p is counted

twice and belongs to Int~~,ew(DanC(V, hV-j), S~ ) and

Int~~,eW(Dan C(W)hw–J~, S~ ) simultaneously, where h.

and hW are the depth of nodes v and w, respectively.

Then, the point p should belong to the strips (b., e. )

and (bW, eW) simultaneously. Therefore, either the node

v is an ancestor of w or the node w is an ancestor of v.

W.1.o.g. assume the latter is the case, then, the node

anc(w, hW–j) is an ancestor of the node anc(v, h. –j).

Since Or a~c(~,~.-~ ) n o~~~~(~,~w–jj = 0, the pair

{s1, s2} cannot belong to ~nt~~,.ti(~~~~~~,~.-jj, Sj)

S’ ) simultaneously. ❑and Intfl ~ (D~~C(W,~w–j), ~w, w

Lemma 6 ~$~j +1 Mm~(i, i–j) < KVj e [O,.., hm–l].
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Proof. llnt(DV, S~)l =

lInt;[)ev(~v)s:)l+l~~~i:,ev(~.)sj)l+l~~~~:e.(~.jsj)l.
According to the definition of the single inher-

ited intersection I~nt~~,eu (Du, %)1 < lS~l, hence,

E.EV l~~~(~fls:)l s zv~v(l~~~::,ev(~v,s:)[+ls:l+
[~~~~~ev(~.,s: )1).TOprove the theorem it is sufficient

to apply Lemmas 5, 6 and theorem 4 to the last sum. U

Theorem 6 ~O~v ISUI < N[410g N + 51 + 61<.

Proof. For all nodes except for the root r IS. I <

ls~t[.)l, hence Z.ERT I$JLI < IS- +Z.ERT\, ls~tc.)1 s

~+ZZvEV 1S:1 < N[4~ogN +51 +6K. u

As Orv E SO, hence, ~V~v 10r~l S N[410gfV + 51 +

6K too.

Theorem 7 ~Vev IQUI s 2N[410g N + 51 + 121{

Proof. Let us designate the sums ~V~H(,) 10ro I and

~~e~(, ~ IQ. I through F(i) and G(i), respectively. Ac-

cording to construction G(1) = F’(l). Each internal

node has two sons, each son inherits not more than a

quarter of the father stairs, hence, G(i + 1) ~ F’(i+ 1) +

1G Z). Therefore,~ (’ ~:fl~ G(i) s 2 ~~~1 F(i).n

Theorem 8 The procedure IntersecimgPaars(So) with

new uerston of the procedure TreeSearch runs m tzme
o(Nlog N + K).

Proof. Results from the proposition 2 and the theo-

rems 5, 6, 7.

Theorem 9 The memory requirement of resulting al-

gortthm u O(N).

Proof. Evidently the active call occupies O(N) mem-

ory each of its “ancestors” retains 0( IIv I + IQV 1) memo-

ry, other structures use O(N) memory. It is suffi-

cient to prove that for any path pt from the root of

recursion tree to some of its node ~U=Pt(llV I + IQ. 1) =

O(N). We have IIUI ~ ev – bul z.spt(e~ – b~)~ N
hence ~VePt Ill < N. If v E @ and w @ pt then

Orv f’ Or. = 0, hence ~VeP, [Oru I < N. Accord-

ing to construction IQU I < 10r~ I + ~ lQjt(~)l, hence

2Ept lQols $X.cpt lor~l~ ;~n

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have proposed two algorithms for finding

all X intersecting pairs among N segments in the plane.

They have O(N log2 N + K)- and O(N log N + K)-time
complexity and require O(N) space. The algorithms

can operate not only with line segments. Segments may
be any connected 2D objects which have at the most

one intersection with any vertical line and permit the

following operations to be performed in 0(1) time

●

●

Given a segment and a vertical line, Find their

intersection point.

Given a vertical strip and a pair of segments. De-

termine if the segments intersect within the strip.

In this case the algorithms have time and space com-

plexity stated above, the only difference is that K de-

note the number of intersection point (in assumption

that all intersection points are different ).
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